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WAYSAC LP
PROGRESS
REPORT

INTRODUCTION
Non-Profit Organisation- Wealth in Art, Yoga, Sports, Science,
Art and Culture - Lila Parvati
WAYSAC / Vaishakh / Vaishak- An initiative to serve & develop our
nation by supporting poor and needy through fundraising and
supporting human & non-human activities in the name of Lila ParvatijiLP (Play of God and Goddess) within up to never-ending Long
Perspective – LP) with the blessings of founder/author’s parents Late
Leeladhar Joshi and Parvati Devi “Paruli” –LP.
Our aim is to drive various activities, distribute awards, and donate
within a concept of IBCO – In Between Child and Old-Age (who needs
attention and care) to win the worldwide uncountable social activities
year by year.
Furthering our cause is the most important goal of our organization.
We seek to faith in Almighty, trust in each other, civic responsibility,
moral values, and support to needy, empower, accreditation, and also
facilitating high-quality education to our community in a neat & clean,
healthy, safe and secure environment. Our success isn’t measured in
terms of wealth or profit margin, but by the value, we provide to those
we serve.
WAYSAC shows a way towards making a sac to fill or complete our
never-ending long perspective tasks to pay the bill of Almighty God
who brought us in this world to work towards a better tomorrow.

WHO WE
ARE?
Dr Shekhar Chandra Joshi,
Settler/ Author, an Educationist,
Artist, Writer and Part-time journalist

Ms Geeta Joshi, Trustee, House Wife and Social Worker
Dr Sagar Singh, Trustee, Scholar, Player and Social Worker
& (including Hon’ble person like you that join hands with us to
serve the society for a better today and tomorrow
remembering our past)

Contact Us
Joshi Villa, Lower Mall Road, Almora, Almora,
Uttarakhand, India. Pin 263 601
Email- waysaclp@gmail.com
Contact No- +91- 9719332735

MEASURING
PROGRESS

Organised Online webinar conference/ seminar “Art Awareness
and Artificial Intelligence beyond the Pandemic Crisis” in
collaboration with FVA Kumaun University SSJ Campus Almora, May
31, 2020.
Tree Plantation drive executed at Lower Mall Road inviting Gram
Pradhan Mr Dhiraj Gailakoti Sarkar ki Ali, Almora on the Day of
Harela, July 16, 2020.
Contributed a small amount to support Ms Shobha Devi, Village Kui,
Dwarahat (Rs. One thousand only), Mr Kishan Lal, Khatyari, Almora
(Rs. Five Hundred only), & to Ms Diksha (student B.A) Kapkot,
Bageshwar (Rs. Five Hundred only) 2020.

MEASURING
PROGRESS
Incentives awarded to students with an outstanding academic
record in High School of Balika Vidhya Mandir, Jiwan Dham,
Almora; School of Vivekanand Intermediate College Ranidhara,
Almora; & High School of Balika Vidya Mandir Dwarahat, Almora
(Five Hundred only to each) 2020.
Supported Ms Pooja Rana, (Student B.A) Village- Seer (Manyura),
Garur, Bageshwar for filling competitive examination forms with Rs
One thousand only 2021.
Certificate of Award was given by WAYSAC LP to Mr Sadaram,
Haryana in recognition of his valuable contribution in the field of
his Paintings Donation; Mr Basant Ballabh Joshi, Known as Tree
Lover, village – Amsyari, Bageshwar in recognition of his valuable
contribution in the field of Vegetation and Plantation (Environment
Preservation and Protection); & Ms Kunjika Verma in recognition of
her valuable contribution in the field of Aipan Art of Kumaun,
Uttarakhand. 2021.
Published Article titled ‘Beauty of India Art Fair (IAF) online
exhibition February 2021’ written by Shekhar Chandra Joshi and
circulated online on February 23, 2021.
On the occasion of Dr Bhim Rao Ambedkar Jayanti, INR five
hundred only was given to Ms Sanjana Arya for securing good
marks in high school examinations & Rs. one thousand only was
contributed to Ms Asha, (Student B.A) to buy competitive books;
both are D/O Mr Dinesh Ram, Village & Post Office, Chhaitina
Khal, Dwarahat, Almora 2021
WAYSAC LP transferred (online) INR 2000.00 (Two Thousand only)
as Covid relief to CM Relief fund of Uttarakhand, India. May 19,
2021

OUR IMMEDIATE
ACTION PLAN
SAVE HILLS
from Unplanned Development and
encourage Green India Mission
Development is the inherent key of human civilization that links to
sustainability. However, unplanned development may cause serious
future damage to human civilization if remains unchecked. Increased
haphazard construction and reduction in required vegetative greenery
is a serious issue faced by our hills, the result of which we are facing
natural calamities almost every year. The founder of WAYSAC LP and
its team is seriously concerned with this issue and decided to run a
movement to Save Hills from Unplanned Development and encourage
Green India Mission.

Hypothesis: All components of our life cannot survive without our land
and environment. The idea and movement of WAYSAC LP will reach out
by awaking each people through its mission- Awareness through Art,
Activities, and Act. ‘AAAA'. Our hills will be the perfect example
globally of what can be gained from Planned Development and Green
India Movements. Our ideology will focus on awareness of forest
regeneration and the importance of planned development in hilly
areas with an artistic approach.
An action plan devised for saving our land and environment will
spread a message of our ultimate goal to increase the fresh air and
water in hills by protecting our forests from destruction, felling, fire,
and unplanned development through 'AAAA'- Art, Activities, and
Actions.

UNDERSTAND
'AAAA'
Awareness: Unplanned development from the past few decades in
hilly areas has also resulted in the migration of people from their
native places in search of employment and livelihood. Our floral
diversity is the green signal of our life on this earth without it, our
survival is impossible. The hills are the crown of the mother earth
and floral diversity is a green pearl attached to it. Cutting down
mountains and trees abruptly in the name of development will
increase severe environmental and survival issues for mankind in
future. The trees of hilly areas with wide leaves like Banj, Buransh
etc. are the main source of oxygen and water that maintain the
ecosystem of hills and promote livelihood. Awareness of these trees
among people needs to be promoted. Students, being the freshest
and adaptive mindset are the best sources to initiate awareness so
that they motivate others throughout their life and acts.
Role of Art in 'AAAA': Art is an adequate power of expression that
helps us in each moment. Art is the mirror of society. Our life cannot
survive easily without art. Art is a way of communication. Therefore,
it will be used as an asset to create awareness by conducting
various camps, workshops, exhibition etc.
Activities: Organizing Talks, Lectures, Exhibitions, Campaigns,
Online Seminars, and Tree Plantation drives will be considered.
Various experts including Professor Joshi, Shekhar Chandra will
deliver art talk/ lectures, shows and performances in Educational
Institutions, Villages, Towns, Religious Places, Common Community
Places and related places to create awareness and act. Students,
teachers, workers, men, women, and art lovers will join by taking
part in various activities. Volunteers will be nominated and
Plantation will be executed.
Act: Encourage people to act voluntarily towards our objective.

SUPPORT &
DONATE
Here at WAYSAC LP, we see the value in everyone. We want to be a
catalyst for positive change, and since our beginnings in 2020, we’ve
been driven by the same ideas we initially founded our Non-Profit
Organization upon support, empowerment, and progress.

We’re inviting Volunteers, Convener(s) and Director(s) shouldering for
activity/ activities people like as likeminded on above trust for
contributing on funds and promoting initiatives to serve the people who
need them most. We believe in taking action with urgency in order to
raise public awareness about some of the most pressing issues facing
today’s society. Please join us by supporting our efforts to make a
measurable difference in the lives of others.

OUR BANK AND ACCOUNT DETAILS:
State Bank of India, Lower Mall Road, Pandekhola, Almora,
Uttarakhand, India- 263601
Account Name- WAYSAC LP
Account No- 39652154484
IFSC- SBIN0011324

Thank you

